To:

City of Santa Clara
Santa Clara City Council and Mayor
Jeff Schwilk, planner
1500 Warburton Avenue
Santa Clara, Ca 95050
August 14,2009

Ref: DEIR 4gers Santa Clara Stadium
Project- How to greatly improve and eliminate traffic, bicycle, and safety issues
Honorable Council, Mayor and Mr Schwilk,
Thank you for the clearly stated EIR. Unfortunately, it has a critical shortcoming which,
fortunately, can be rectified economically, that must be done, and would result in a world
class facility that is pleasant to travel to, with environmental and traffic improvements that
provide an incredible win-win for everybody.
First~ the DEIR does not evaluate per MTC, VTA and city of Santa Clara General Plan
requirements (1), the impact on area bike commuters and planned infrastructure.
especially on Tasman. It is my estimation that Level of Service (LOS) will fall from an
estimated B LOS to F LOS for all east/west commuters needlessly in the region. For many
workers at the lowest wage levels~ with daily bus service being severely curtailed by
VTA. the bicycle is the only affordable means of flexible transportation.
Second. it ignores the available option of utilizing the very wide Hetch Hetchy Trail
corridor for a wide pedestrian/bike bridge over Great America Parkway and a
connecting trail from Sunnyvale to San Jose. Such a bridge. versus a grade level crossing.
would eliminate the dangerous conflict between throngs of fans walking from parking
across Great America Parkway and traffic rushing to make the game. The resulting
smoother traffic flow on Great America would ripple through and greatly reduce regional
traffic problems from the stadium. Unnecessary headaches, police costs, injuries and even
needless fatalities will occur with surface crossings, all preventable by a proper bridge
funneled directly into the stadium.
Completion of the Hetch Hetchy trail east to San Jose will likewise funnel foot and bicycle
traffic safely, in the most direct, car-free, continuous trail route. The trail being
interconnected with the other great regional trails from Sunnyvale to San Jose will provide
direct regional commute and recreational opportunities in all directions. This will allow bike
commuters, from the very poorest minimum wage earners, to all other heath and climate
concerned bike commuters, safe car-free passage; regardless of events at the 4ger's Stadium
and Great America. Adding the Hetch Hetchy trail as a required part of the 4ger EIR is truly
a win-win for all parties. I also believe this will easily win solid VTA support.
Let me add some more details on the severe impact the 4gers Stadium imposes, as proposed.
Currently Tasman is the only viable east-west commuter bike route. Traffic from the
anticipated 4gers and Raiders events, plus numerous concerts, will eliminate bike riding as a
consistent mode of transportation. A trail will also provide the key link enabling direct bike
commuting from all directions to Silicon Valley's high tech heart. Those on a lower income

may lose current employment options, not being able to commute through area as they
currently do, nor likely will they be able to take employment options at the stadium or Great
America. Eliminating the Hetch Hetchy trail will result in more traffic and higher C02 at a
time when mandates and needs dictate we need to go the other way. Finally, the general
heavy traffic burden will make biking in the Santa Clara - Sunnyvale area extremely
hazardous, (see Illustration 1, VTA bike routes) further dropping numbers of those that
would bike.
The bay area Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Moffett Park Business
Transportation Association among others have conducted studies and surveys supporting how
severe the loss will be. By constricting infrastructure so that bikers would be forced to
periodically face the dangers of heavy traffic, (in heavy traffic, drivers are more distracted by
other cars and do not notice bikers) over 95% of the potential commuters would not bike, but
drive instead. With the potential bike commuters between 10 to 20% of the working
population, that amounts to a severe impact on traffic and C02 emissions by not completing
the Hetch Hetchy trail as part of the 4ger's EIR transportation plan. In our excellent climate
plus the previous experience of other US and European cites, those are realistic expectations
for a decade from now with, given adequate facilities. Even with largely incomplete
facilities throughout much of the region, 200,000 persons commuted by bike in the San
Francisco area last May. The Hetch Hetchy trail will provide a central route between most
popular destinations paralleling Tasman and safely crossing Great America Parkway. The
Hetch Hetchy trail must be completed as part of the 4gers transportation plan in the
EIR.
To reiterate~the present DEIR pedestrian flow plan has the vast majority of foot traffic
tryin2 to cross Great America while heavy car traffic is travelin2 alon2 Great America.
Routing of foot traffic down the Hetch Hetchy trail and across a bridge over Great America
would expedite both pedestrian and vehicle traffic, improving flow and greatly improving
safety. Cars, bikes and pedestrians could follow separated, safe routes during intense event
traffic. Completion of the trail to its logical east end would even allow biking to events very
easily from nearby cities, the San Jose airport and downtown hotels. This would further
reduce traffic, making a more enjoyable event for those attendees, and reduce C02
emissions. Illustration 2 (from Fig 15 of the DEIR) shows that almost all pedestrians
crossing traffic can be eliminated. The trail would also enable Great America to be a bike
accessible destination for youth and car-less families, something already very successfully
done in other cites.
Further support can be seen in the remaining illustrations and attachments. Illustration 3 is
the aerial photo from the plan, marking the approximate route of the Hetch Hetchy trail.
Illustration 4 is the Santa Clara County Master Trail Plan, showing that the Hetch Hetchy
trail has been considered an important element in the county plans for a very long time. The
land is available, it is a needed part of the regional master plan, and it has already had
implementation in Sunnyvale & Mountain View. Illustration 5, is Bikeways from City of
Santa Clara General Plan. Illustration 6 is detail map courtesy of Google, showing street
alignment with Hetch Hetchy in city of Santa Clara added in green. Illustration 7-10 is
county assessor maps of Hetch Hetchy corridor in Santa Clara. Final attachment is good
urban planning guide showing how to effectively reduce car use, out of Sacramento, titled "A
Plan to Walk"

In conclusion, the time is right, the 4ger's stadium needs the Hetch Hetch trail completed to
fix major safety and environmental concerns, and it should be a part of the EIR. This is truly
a WIN-WIN for a very low cost. If one considers the cost of injuries, deaths and resulting
litigation, the improvement in traffic flow and reduction of C02 emissions, it is certainly
will provide a large cost savings. Make the Santa Clara 4ger's stadium green by providing
viable, interconnected, car-free trail access to the stadium from surrounding cities.
Regards

Patrick Grant,
sunnyvale _trails@yahoo.com,
resident of Sunnyvale.

(1) MTC Regional Bicycle Plan for the San Francisco Bay Area 2009 Update
http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/bicyclespedestrians/MTC
_Regional_Bicycle _Plan_
Update_FINAL.pdf - specifies primary standards and procedures used in evaluating
projects and shows approximate map showing Hetch Hetchy as part of plan.
Specifically it and VTA calls out these two standards, both to be followed and
LOS reported. NCHRP, Multimodal Level of Service, Analysis for Urban
Streets: Users Guide [and software], 2008 version, National Cooperative
Highway Research Program, Richard Dowling, Dowling Associates, Inc.,
Oakland, CA, http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp
w128.pdf,
and for intersection and entrance evaluation
and
Pedestrian and Bicyclist Intersection Safety Indices, NOVEMBER 2006,
PUBLICATION NO. FHWA-HRT-06-125
http://www. tfhrc.gov/safety/pedbike/pubs/06125/06125
.pdf
VTA 2006 Bicycle Plan, Chapter 5, Bicycle projects. Fig 5-3 shows Hetch Hetchy.
Tier 1 project that year "River Oaks Bridge $200,000
Construct a bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Guadalupe River at River Oaks Parkway"
according to map assuming completion of Hetch Hetchy
Santa Clara General Plan, July 23,2002, Chapter Four Transportation Element,
Figure 4-F, Bikeways. Shows Hetch Hetchy Aquaduct [an 80 foot continuous
clear rightway] as part of plan extending across Santa Clara.
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Illustration 1: Area Bike routes - Note dangerous car congestion results in a lack of usable area east
west bike routes if stadium is built without the Hetch Hetchy trail completed.

Illustration 2: Pedestrian Plan - Solution of Crowds crossing traffic - Red is DEIR plan, Green is
with Hetch Hetchy bridge and trail.

Illustration 3: Site View showing Hetch Hetchy route
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4: Santa Clara County Trail Master Plan with Hetch Hetchy highlighted - trail has beef
on the books for many years
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Illustration 5: Bikeways from City of Santa Clara General Plan
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t R9gular physical exercise
is a vital part of maintaining our health and well
being. Yet we are walking an average of eight
miles less per day than
our forebearers. lnstead,
our time is spent behind
the wheel.On average,
U.S households make
12 auto trips a day.
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t One-fourth of all trips are
less than one mile, yet
three-fourths of these
trips are made by car.

t Car dependence is
damaging our health.
Poor diet and lack of
exercise is now second
only to cigarette
smoking as a leading
cause of death in the
United Sates.

Local Government Commission
Center for Uvable Communities
1414 K 3reet, SJite 250
Sacram en to, CA 95814-3966
tel
(916) 448-1198
fax
(916) 448-8246
web www.lgc.org
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Walking is made difficult when
streets look like spaghetti and there
are no paths that take you directly
to your destination.

S:reets or paths which connect to
multiple destinations encourage
walking. In these neighborhoods,
people walkup to 3timesasoften.
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a gripceecprent

It is unlikely that anyone would walk
from McDonald's to the bank.
Buildings are too spread out.

Compact development makes
walking possible because destinations are closer to one another
and the walk is more interesting.
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t WncbNsoo thesreel

In m any areas,it doesn't feel safe to
walk. People feel vulnerable when
there is no one around.

Windows and people along the
street create a safe and pleasant
place to walk.
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It's often too hard to walk across
the street to get where you want
to go.lt'smuch easier to drive.

Well-marked crosswalks help
the pedestrian feel safer when
crossing a wide street.
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--Changesin the
communityenvironment to promote
physical activity
may offer the most

practical approach
to prevent obesity
or reduce its
co-morbidities
Festoration of
physical activity
aspart of the daily
routine represents
a aitical goal.~
- Dr...effrey Koplan
and Dr.William Dietz,
Centers for DiseaseControl
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Long blocks are inconvenient for
pedestrians who want to travel
efficiently between destinations.

Mid-block crossings make walking
more convenient.
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t Intere:ti~a beautiful walks

A path like this one is infrequently
used except by those without options.

Amenities such as landscaping
encourage pedestrian use.
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Wide, unshaded streets look unappealing to the pedestrian and
encourage cars to speed. In the
summer,these streets are hot.

Narrow,shaded streets can slow
down the cars and be up to 10
degrees cooler, making walking
far more pleasant.
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Walking across a wide street is unappealing and extends pedestrians'
exposure to traffic hazards.

Adding a street median will make it
more pleasant and safe to cross the
street.
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A California Air R3sources Board
study shows that 99%of the
shoppers drive to malls like this.

60%of the people who shop in
this mall located in downtown &m
Diego either walk or take transit.
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Increasingly,schools are being put
on the edge of existing development,making driving unavoidable.

When schools are integrated into
the neighborhood,children can
walk or ride a bike.

Create a walkable environment and the community
will reap the benefits:
• Walkers bring business
to shop owners.
• Walkers interact with
neighbors,building a
sense of community.
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It is likely that children will need to
be driven to this recreational area.

Neighborhood parks allow kids
to be more active when they are
in their own neighborhood.

• Walkers teach children
traffic safety skills.
• Walkers don't pollute the air.
• Walkers don't clog the roads.
• Walkers get energized and
improve their fitness.
• Walkers who are seniors
live longer than those
who are sedentary.
• Walkers make our
communities more livable.
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People must drive to stores like
this,even if they simply need a
carton of milk!

A neighborhood store allows
fam ily members to pick up daily
needs by walking.
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No pedestrian access here! In 1990,
only 4%of Americanswalked to work.

This office location allows people
to walk to work and go to lunch
without climbing in a car.

Most planning decisions are
made at the local level by your
city or county. Form coalitions
to work with your county
supervisor, mayor,or city
council members,planning
commission members,and
planning or public works staff.

This project is funded
by the
R1ysicalActivity and Health Initiative,
California Department of Health
~rvices under a A-eventive Health
~rvices Block Grant from the U.S
Centers for Disease Control and
A-evention.
Work performed as
part of a UC San Francisco contract.

